**Guidelines for Conduct of Ph.D Viva Voce Examination**

1. The Examiner details will be intimated to the **Guide** just prior to starting the Viva.

2. The Chairperson to conduct the Viva will be the **Guide**.

3. The **Guide** will introduce the Examiner, Ph.D scholar, welcome the audience and invite the students to make the presentation.

4. After the presentation, the **Guide** will invite the Examiner to examine the students by raising queries for which the student will answer and defend for same.

5. **Guide** would invite the audience from each Centre one by one to make remarks or raise questions for clarification to which the students will respond.

6. Then she would request the Examiner for his/her final remarks.

7. The Examiner will make final remarks and announce his/her recommendation to the RGUHS for the award of Ph.D degree.

8. Finally, the **Guide** would conclude and close the examination.